
Confidence Intervals 
Form:   Point Estimate  Margin of Error (confidence value  standard error) 
 

            Point Estimates are x-bar for  and p-hat for p (population proportion) 
 

            Confidence value is z/2 or t/2, n-1  and are easiest to find on the bottom of your t-table 

or use InvNorm on your calculator, or tables from the test 
 

            Standard error (the standard deviation of the statistic) is on the formula sheet 

             For x-bar it is σ / √n                  For p-hat it is √p(1-p)/n 
 

            The interval that the calculator returns is two-MOE wide because of the +/- 
 

Problem Format: 
 

Parameter:   

               Population mean, , uses sample mean, x-bar 

               Population proportion, p , uses sample proportion, p-hat  

 

Conditions:  SIN 

S – SRS:  the data should be taken from a simple random sample 

     Assume random sample is an SRS; stated in problem 

I – Independence: (sample size less than 10% of population; otherwise it is 

hypergeometric distribution) 10n < N 

N – Normality:  

     For p-hat:  np ≥ 10 and n(1-p) ≥ 10 (allows normal estimate of binomial) 

     For x-bar:  problem states that distribution is normal 

                        if n ≥ 30, then Central Limit Thrm applies and x-bar is apx normal 

                        if n < 30, then with data have to check boxplot or normality plot 

                                                 without data (summary stats), have to assume 
 

Calculations:  Use 1-PropZInt for p-hat;  

                        Use Tinterval when σ is unknown;  

                        or use Zinterval only if problem uses σ = ## in the problem text (doubtful) 
 

Interpretation of the confidence interval:    

            Focus on the three C’s (conclusion, calculation and context) 

            Form:  We are {xx%} confident that the true population {mean or proportion} of {in 

context} lies between {lower bound} and {upper bound}  
 

 

Confidence Level Interpretation: 
 

Interpretation of the confidence level:    

            Focus on the three C’s (conclusion, calculation and context) 

            Form:  We believe that with repeated sampling of equal sizes that {confidence level, 

a percent} of the confidence intervals will contain the true {mean or proportion} of 

{in context} 

 

            Key difference is repeated sampling of equal sample sizes 



Sample size Needed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

             Note: MOE must be in decimal form for proportion (not percentage) 
 

Central Limit Theorem Notes: 
 

Applies only to sampling distributions of X-bar 

Does not apply to p-hat sampling distributions ! ! 

 

Assures that the distribution of X-bar will be approximately normal as long as the 

sample size is greater or equal to 30; regardless of the distribution of X. 
 

T-Distribution (used when population standard deviation, σ, is unknown) 
 

Similar to a normal distribution (symmetric about the mean), but with more area in the 

tails of the distribution 

 

Exact shape of distribution depends on the sample size!   

 

Because we have to use the sample standard deviation as an estimate of σ, we lose a 

degree of freedom. 

 

Degrees of freedom = n – 1 for t-distribution table look ups 

 

Almost always used in AP/DE Statistics for population mean, μ, problems (confidence 

intervals or inference tests) instead of z-distributions 
 

P-hat Notes: 
 

Because p-hat is a binomial distribution, we try and use the normal approximation to 

the binomial to estimate it.  The conditions np ≥ 10 and n(1-p) ≥ 10 assure us that we 

can use the normal approximation. 

 

All values in a p-hat problem need to be expressed as decimals and not percentages. 

 

Calculator does not ask for p-hat, but rather the number in the sample that meet the 

success criteria, X, and the total number in the sample, n.  It will figure out p-hat. 

Parameter PE 
MOE 

C-level              Standard Error 
Number needed 

μ,  

with σ known 
x-bar z* σ / √n n = [z*σ/MOE]² 

μ,  

with σ unknown 
x-bar t* s / √n n = [z*s/MOE]² 

p p-hat z* √p(1-p)/n 
n = p(1-p) [z*/MOE]² 

n = 0.25[z*/MOE]² 


